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How International Democracy Ratings Misrepresent 

India

Salvatore Babones

Despite a vibrant free press, a tenaciously independent

judiciary, and 75 years of free and fair elections, India

has somehow gained an international reputation as an

authoritarian state bordering on fascism. The Economist

Intelligence Unit considers India a "flawed democracy",

Sweden’s Varieties of Democracy Institute calls India an

"electoral autocracy", and the Washington think tank

Freedom House rates India as only "partially free". Major

news organizations uncritically report such allegations,

which have now become central to the global

understandings of India.

But are these criticisms of Indian democracy actually

correct? The stridently negative appraisals of Indian

democracy published by the three major democracy

rating organisations seem wildly disproportionate to the

actual evidence marshalled to support them. In several

instances, they smack of intentional deception. They are

suffused with wanton speculation, misleading statistics,

and uncritical reproductions of activist accusations. They

are, in a word: wrong.

The international ratings of Indian democracy

misrepresent India through many subterfuges. At the

simplest level, they ascribe the democratic failings of an

earlier era to the current government. More nefariously,

they cite selective statistics when the very data sources on

which they draw contain more comprehensive

information that would paint a more positive picture. At

their worst, they present numbers that have clearly been

manipulated. Careful research can expose "how" India is

misrepresented in these indices. The answers to the

deeper question—"why?"—can only be surmised.


